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Editor: Sumi Helal n University of Florida n helal@cise.ufl.edu W e're living in a world where information processing isn't confined to desktop computers-it's being integrated into everyday objects and activities. Pervasive computation is human centered: it permeates our physical world, helping us achieve goals and fulfill our needs with minimum effort by exploiting natural interaction styles.
In such an environment, "every object is confined in space by its surface. Surfaces are pervasive and play a predominant role in human perception of the environment." 1 Therefore, as "surfaces dominate the physical world," the use of pervasive screen displays, based on LCDs or front and rear projection, has gained interest during recent years. Researchers have developed several prototypes to explore using multimodal remote interaction methods to provide more intuitive human-display interaction.
Remote interaction with screen displays requires a sensor-based, multimodal, touchless approach. For example, by processing user hand gestures, this paradigm removes constraints requiring physical contact and permits natural interaction with tangible digital information. Such touchless interaction can be multimodal, exploiting the visual, auditory, and olfactory senses.
At present, there are no accepted standards, paradigms, or design principles for remote interaction with large, pervasive displays. Nevertheless, the interest of both industry and academia in the emergent use of such interfaces is clearly encouraging the growth of communities of humandisplay interaction researchers. Table 1 lists emerging technologies that allow remote interaction with screen displays. M ic ro sof t Touch le s s (w w w. officelabs.com/projects/touchless) is an open source Office Labs Grassroots prototype that can create a multitouch remote environment. The Touchless software development kit (SDK) lets developers create touchless multitouch-based applications using a webcam and visual tracking fiducial markers. Following the same rationale, SixthSense is a wearable gestural interface that exploits natural hand gesture interactions with digital information displayed in the tangible world. At its core, the prototype is a pocket projector, a mirror, and a camera. The projector turns tangible surfaces-such as walls and physical objects-into screen displays by projecting visual information. Similarly to Microsoft Touchless, software processes the camera's data and tracks colored markers on the tips of the user's fingers using naive computervision techniques.
EMERGING HUMAN-DISPLAY REMOTE INTERFACES
The PointScreen project from the Fraunhofer IAIS (Institute for Intelligent Analysis and Information Systems) employs hand gesture recognition. PointScreen is a novel interface to manipulate digital artifacts touchlessly: the user navigates by pointing toward the screen. Instead of fiducial markers, PointScreen uses electric field proximity sensors. Employing noncontact sensors that measure a person's interaction with the electric fields through body dynamics such as gestures and movement, it can efficiently process gestures for real-time navigation and interaction.
Virtual reality wireless data gloves are valuable devices for providing touchless interaction through hand gestures. CyberGlove II from Imation is an instrumented glove system that provides up to 22 high-accuracy Another example of using the body as an interface is EyeWriter. By providing low-cost eye-tracking hardware, this project aims to let people suffering from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) draw with their eyes. The software detects and tracks the position of the pupil from a glass-mounted camera and uses a calibration sequence to map the coordinates to a computer screen or projection. The EyeWriter project software library was developed using OpenFrameworks (www. openframeworks.cc), a cross-platform C++ library for creative development. The eye-tracking component exploits the pupil's clear and dark image to track eye movements. The do-ityourself (DIY) glasses design uses near-infrared LEDs to illuminate the eye and create a dark pupil effect. The eye-drawing feature works with the EyeWriter tracking software as well as commercial eye trackers, such as the MyTobii (www.tobii.com).
The idea of body-as-sensor is the main feature of Microsoft Project Natal, a "controller-free gaming and entertainment experience" for the Xbox 360 video game platform. It aims to let users control and interact with the Xbox 360 without touching a game controller, through body gestures, spoken commands, present objects, and images. The device features an RGB camera, depth sensor, multi-array microphone, and custom processor running proprietary software to provide full-body 3D motion capture, facial recognition, and voice recognition capabilities.
Muscle sensing is another cuttingedge technology for touchless user interfaces. Electromyography (EMG) sensors can decode muscle signals from the skin's surface as a person performs certain gestures. Researchers attached such sensors to their forearms and built a gesture recognition library by monitoring muscle signals.
The project emerged as a collaboration among Microsoft, the University of Washington, and the University of 
The most interesting part of the controller is its IR camera, which provides an image-processing engine that can track up to four moving objects and send their coordinates to a host, giving users fast and high-precision tracking at a very low cost. Specifications of the camera's hardware and software are confidential, but related websites contain much information (see www. wiibrew.org/wiki/ Wiimote for an exhaustive list of features and the status of the reverse-engineering process).
REMOTE INTERACTIONS FOR SCREEN DISPLAYS WITH THE WIIMOTE
The Wiimote clearly stimulates the development of touchless post-WIMP (Windows, icons, menus, pointing devices) interactions by exploiting new styles such as multitouch input in augmented reality environments.
On the basis of its interaction capabilities and low cost, the Wiimote has gained significant attention within the homebrew software developer and DIY communities, boosting the creation of several projects involving Wiimote multimodal interaction techniques. These projects are usually shared over the Internet (via www.youtube. com or DIY websites such as www. instructables.com) so others can reproduce and extend them. As MIT professor Eric Klopfer said, "The advantage of the Wiimote is that it's a humancentric device." There are many input devices that "map well onto the computer ' Carl Kenner developed GlovePie to emulate computer input hardware. Although he originally developed it for virtual reality data gloves, the library now supports a wide range of input hardware, including the Wiimote controller. Exploiting a simple scripting language, it's possible to use the Wiimote to interact with different applications and take advantage of a wide library of existing scripts.
GOOGLE EARTH AND THE WIIMOTE
The Wiimote can remotely interact with a physical object with digital properties on large display surfaces. We employ the GlovePie library to map Wiimote inputs to mouse and keyboard outputs.
GlovePie is user friendly, so writing scripts doesn't require any particular programming experience. Java and C programmers can easily master the The Wiimote provides interesting features at a low cost and with wide support from developer and researcher communities.
language syntax in a short time. Moreover, a large community of GlovePie developers is willing to share tips and code.
To use the GlovePie application, your PC must recognize the Wiimote via a Bluetooth wireless device (builtin for laptops or a USB dongle for desktop computers). The Wiimote is essentially a wireless device that employs the standard Bluetooth HID (human interface device) protocol to communicate; any Bluetooth host can recognize it as a standard input device. Once the Bluetooth connection procedure starts, you need to put the controller in discovery mode by holding down buttons 1 and 2 while the controller searches for new devices to couple with. Because the pairing procedure isn't fully reliable, you might need to repeat it until the Bluetooth controller recognizes the Wiimote as a proper HID device (named Nintendo RVL-CNT-01).
GlovePie comes with a library of scripts that can prove useful in developing your own script. By opening the GoogleEarth.pie file placed in the WiimoteScripts directory in GlovePie 0.29, you can analyze the steps to calibrate the Wiimote as an input device to interact with the Google Earth user interface (see Figure 1) . Calibrating Wiimote results is simple: place the Wiimote face-up on a flat surface and adjust the offsets for the three axes until each has a zero value. After calibration, you're ready to interact with the Google Earth application through your Wiimote:
• Tilting up, down, left, and right will simulate arrow keys.
• Holding B while tilting up and down will tilt the view up and down.
• Holding B while tilting left and right will rotate the view.
• Pressing + and − will zoom when the Wiimote is level.
• Pressing Home will center the view.
• Pressing 1 will toggle full screen.
You can also add new functions or edit premade ones-for example, you can assign the buttons to execute certain Wiimote functions, such as rumble (a feature that makes the controller vibrate).
GlovePie also provides variables to control Selected CS articles and columns are also available for free at http://ComputingNow.computer.org.
